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Effect of Social Structuring in
Self-Organizing Systems
Dealing with unforeseeable changing situations, often seen in exploratory and hazardous
task domains, requires systems that can adapt to changing tasks and varying environ-
ments. The challenge for engineering design researchers and practitioners is how to
design such adaptive systems. Taking advantage of the flexibility of multi-agent systems,
a self-organizing systems approach has been proposed, in which mechanical cells or
agents organize themselves as the environment and tasks change based on a set of prede-
fined rules. To enable self-organizing systems to perform more realistic tasks, a two-field
framework is introduced to capture task complexity and agent behaviors, and a rule-
based social structuring mechanism is proposed to facilitate self-organizing for better
performance. Computer simulation-based case studies were carried out to investigate
how social structuring among agents, together with the size of agent population, can
influence self-organizing system performance in the face of increasing task complexity.
The simulation results provide design insights into task-driven social structures and their
effect on the behavior and performance of self-organizing systems.
[DOI: 10.1115/1.4032265]

1 Introduction

Adaptability is needed for systems to operate in harsh and
unpredictable environments where it is impossible for the designer
to conceptualize every possible incident or predict details of
changing functional requirements. Example scenarios include
exploratory missions and system deployment in hazardous envi-
ronments. An alternative approach for developing adaptive engi-
neered systems is to embrace complexity, like biological systems,
in which local interactions are not completely known but follow a
set of rules and regulations, allowing the system-level function to
emerge from these local interactions. Following this idea, a cellu-
lar self-organizing (CSO) systems approach has been proposed
[1–4]. A CSO system is composed of multiple homogeneous or
heterogeneous mechanical cells or agents that can be a small func-
tional component or a robot. Each agent is equipped with needed
sensors and actuators and encoded with system design-DNA
(dDNA) containing the information that specifies cellular behav-
ior. Agents interact with their task environment and with each
other, leading to self-organizing emergent behavior and function-
ality at the system level. To facilitate agents’ interactions with the
task environment, a task field-based regulation (FBR) mechanism
has been developed [3].To explore agent interactions, a cohesion,
avoidance, alignment, randomness, and momentum parametric
model has been examined [2,5].

The self-organizing behavior of the current CSO systems is
caused by each agent’s transforming the task environment into a
task field in which it finds its optimal location, similar to an orga-
nism finding a desirable environment. The system-level task is
completed by the collective effort of the agents’ individually seek-
ing their optimal locations. This distributed and self-interested
approach allows for flexibility to cope with changing tasks, robust-
ness to deal with a changing environment, and resilience to still
operate event after system damage or malfunction.

The current FBR approach to self-organization [4,6] has limited
capabilities because it does not directly address the interaction
between agents with respect to the task context, leaving the power
of agents’ self-organized structures underutilized. Social struc-
tures play an important role in solving collective tasks [7,8]. In
this research, we explore a dynamic social structuring approach to
enhance the functionality of self-organizing systems. More specif-
ically, we attain dynamic social structuring among agents by
introducing both general and context-based social rules and devise
a social rule based regulation (SRBR) for agents to choose their
actions. To facilitate the SRBR, we introduce the concept of
“social field” in addition to the current “task field.” In SRBR, an
agent’s behavior is adjusted based on its perceived social field.
Social rules can be designed to increase system functionality by
resolving possible conflicts. However, the introduction of social
interactions leads to its own set of challenges: (1) different social
interaction rules may be necessary for large and small sets of
agents, respectively; (2) certain rules may increase system reli-
ability, at the cost of efficiency; and (3) the percentage of agents
who follow or ignore the rules may also impact the system per-
formance depending on the task complexity and the size of the
agent population. The goal of this research is to investigate the
interplays among social interaction rules (i.e., social structuring),
agent population size, task complexity, and system performance,
measured by quality and efficiency, with an intent to generate
design insights for developing self-organizing systems, as illus-
trated in Fig. 1.

In the rest of this paper, we first review the related work in Sec.
2, and then, in Sec. 3, discuss an emergence-based approach to
attain system complexity. Sections 4 and 5 introduce our dynamic
social structuring concepts and present our social rule based

Fig. 1 Interplay among social structuring, size of agent popu-
lation, task complexity, and system performance
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behavior regulation approach, respectively. In Sec. 6, we demon-
strate the effectiveness of our approach through simulation-based
case studies. Section 7 draws conclusions and points to future
research directions.

2 Related Work

In the field of engineering design, design for adaptability and
design of reconfigurable systems have been investigated in the
past decade. In their work focusing on vehicle design, Ferguson
and Lewis [9] introduced a method of designing effective recon-
figurable systems, which focuses on determining how the design
variables of a system change as well as investigating the stability
of a reconfigurable system through the application of a state-
feedback controller. Martin and Ishii [10] proposed a design for
variety approach that allows quick reconfiguration of products and
aim to reduce time to market by addressing generational product
variation. Indices have been developed for generational variance
to help designers reduce the development time of future evolu-
tionary products. In addition to developing design methods for
reconfigurable systems, various reconfigurable robotic systems
have been developed mostly by computer scientists. Rus and
Vona [11–13] at MIT introduced numerous different modular
robotic systems. Fukuda and Nakagawa [14] developed a dynami-
cally reconfigurable robotic system (DRRS). Unsal et al. [15]
focused on creating systems of simplistic “i-Cubes,” which can
attach to one another [16–18]. PolyBot [18] acquired prominence
by being the first robot that “demonstrated sequentially two topo-
logically distinct locomotion modes by self-configuration.” Super-
Bot [19] is composed of a series of homogeneous modules each of
which has three joints and three points of connection. Control of
SuperBot is naturally inspired and achieved through a “hormone”
control algorithm. In the robotics literature, extensive work has
been conducted on distributed approaches and cooperation among
robots [20–23].

Despite the implicit and informal nature of some multi-agent
relations, all multi-agent systems possess some form of organiza-
tion. For a distributed system with a specific task, an organized
way of sharing information among agents can be very helpful.
Organizational oriented design has shown to be effective and is
typically used to achieve better communication strategies [24].
Researchers have suggested that there is no single type of organi-
zation that is a best match for all circumstances [25–27]. It has
been proved that the behavior of the system depends on shape,
size, and characteristics of the organizational structure [26,28–33]
and strategies of coordination among agents [34,35].

Our previous work on CSO systems has provided useful
insights into understanding self-organizing systems and introduc-
ing nature-inspired design concepts. A CSO system is based on
some key concepts including a dDNA capturing all design infor-
mation in a bit-string [1], parametric behavioral models for agent
control and optimization [36,37], and an FBR mechanism [4].

The current FBR approach is fully distributed since every agent
works on its own without concerning other agents. From a multi-
agent systems perspective, the full distribution represents a level
of disorder that has two important implications. First, the disorder
means limited functional capabilities. While task FBR allows
individual actions to collectively contribute to the overall task for
simple task domains, it lacks ways to ensure similar system per-
formance when tasks become more complex. Second, the disor-
der, on the other hand, provides an opportunity for us to infuse
order into the system and therefore increase the overall system
capability. The question is: how can we devise such order so that
we can “control” the level of order for the best balance of system
adaptability and functionality?

3 System Complexity by Emergence

As mentioned above, a system needs to possess a certain level
of complexity in order to deal with tasks with a corresponding

level of complexity [38]. Furthermore, it has been demonstrated
that a system with higher physical complexity is more adaptable
because the higher-level diversity permits satisfaction of changing
constraints [39].

Following Huberman and Hogg [39], we consider the complex-
ity spectrum of engineered systems over order and disorder to be
bell shaped, as illustrated in Fig. 2. A single solid object, such as a
metal shaft, has complete order, as indicated in point (a) in Fig. 2;
it has close to zero complexity and can deal with very simple
tasks, such as hitting something or transmitting rotation without
changing speed. By increasing the number of dedicated compo-
nents and introducing interactions between them, the order
decreases in the sense that the system can be in a range of various
possible states. Such systems can be a simple gearbox or a more
complex automatic transmission system. Although this
“complexity by design” approach (from (a)–(c) in Fig. 2) has been
the mainstream approach for developing complex engineered sys-
tems and has been highly effective, if pushed too far, the unin-
tended and unknown interactions among the components may
become unmanageable and disastrous.

An alternative approach for designing complex engineered sys-
tems is to start from completely disorganized simple agents as
indicated by point (b) in Fig. 2. While the completely disordered
agents cannot perform any task—not even hitting something—
introducing order into the system can potentially lead to a func-
tional system (from (b) and (c) in Fig. 2). Many natural systems
such as ant colonies achieve complexity this way.

Our research on self-organizing systems takes a “by
emergence” approach, in which small groups of agents organize
themselves locally, but the system functionality emerges globally
from these interactions. Although currently uncompetitive with
traditional approaches for systems design, this indirect approach
presents an alternative strategy for developing complex engi-
neered systems. Since by emergence does not require explicit
knowledge of specific interactions among agents, the issue of
unintended complex interactions mentioned above can be
avoided. Furthermore, this approach may fundamentally expand
the conceptualization of engineered systems by bringing biologi-
cal developmental concepts into mechanical system design.

In our previous work, a task field-based behavior regulation
mechanism has been developed to allow agents to self-organize
into functional systems [4]. Although this limited order was effec-
tive for completing “pushing box” tasks, it was not enough for
tasks involving both “pushing” and “rotating” the box. To further
increase the level of order, in this research we introduce the con-
cept of “social structuring” to capture explicit and direct interac-
tions among agents and apply “social rules” to facilitate dynamic
social structuring.

4 Task Complexity and Social Complexity

To investigate the relationship between task complexity and
system complexity, we need to measure them. Depending on the

Fig. 2 Hypothetical system complexity over order–disorder
spectrum (adapted from Huberman and Hogg [39])
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purpose, there have been various measures of task complexity
[40,41]. Inspired by Wood [40], in our research we analyze tasks
with respect to the number of functions involved. Typically, a
function can be represented as a <verb> <object> pair (e.g.,
<push><box>). As the number of distinct verbs (i.e., actions)
and the number of distinct objects associated with a task increase,
agents need to be more knowledgeable and skillful to perform the
task. This view of task has led us to define task complexity based
on three components: action complexity, object complexity, and
dynamic complexity.

A general way to include action complexity is to sum distinct
verbs used to describe a task. For a given task, in addition to the
number of actions there can be various relationships between
these actions (e.g., parallel, sequential, or specific delay) that must
be maintained, e.g., through coordination, for the completion of
the task. We have

DEFINITION 1. Action and Action Relation Complexity:
AC ¼ jVj þ

P
i�V

P
j�V rActij

where V¼ {v1,…, vn} is the set of all distinguished actions, and
rActij is an action relation between actions (verb) i and j, which
can be sequential or reciprocal.

As one of the main elements of task definition, objects involved
in the task environment can play an important role in changing the
complexity of the task. In addition to the number of objects, the
characteristics of the objects involved in a task, such as shape,
dimension, and mass, also contribute to the task complexity.
Therefore, the number of parameters used to describe the distinc-
tive objects can be used to define the object complexity of the task.
The more parameters there are, the higher the complexity level is.
In addition, the relationships between objects may pose constraints
to possible actions and add more complexity to the task environ-
ment. Therefore, we define object complexity of a task as

DEFINITION 2. Object Complexity: ObC ¼
P

i �O jPij þP
i �O

P
j �O ORCij

where O is the set of objects (i.e., types of objects) involved in
the task environment; ORCij is the object relation complexity
between objects i and j, which is introduced as part of the task
definition; and |Pi| is the number of parameters for describing
object i. Pi is a set of attribute and value pairs:
Pi ¼ fðai1; vi1Þ; ðai2; vi2Þ;…; ðain; vinÞg

It is worth mentioning that since all the relevant objects in the
operation environment are included in Definition 2, the task com-
plexity also covers the complexity of the environment at any
given time. Another aspect of complexity deals with the changing
environment. Depending on the degree of variation, an agent’s
behavior may need to be adjusted. This behavior may entail differ-
ent actions or responses to different objects. Therefore, we can
capture such dynamic complexity by calculating the sum of differ-
ences across a certain time period for the aforementioned three
complexity components if either the environment or task require-
ment changes, as described in Ref. [40]. We have

DEFINITION 3. Dynamic Complexity: DC ¼
PT

t jACtþ1 � ACtj
þjObCtþ1 � ObCtj

The overall task complexity is a weighted sum of these com-
plexity measures.

DEFINITION 4. Task Complexity: TC ¼ WACACþWObCObC
þWDCDC

where WAC,WObC, and WDC are the weights assigned to each
complexity measure.

Examples of how these complexity measures are applied and
computed are given in the case study section.

We have introduced the concepts of agent and their states,
actions, and behaviors in our previous work [4]. In this section,
we introduce agent complexity, social structure, and social
complexity.

Focusing on the physical and effective features [39,42], we
consider the complexity of an agent in terms of its number of
performable actions, number of decision-making behaviors, and
communication capacity (e.g., range and number of channels).
We have

DEFINITION 5. Individual Agent Complexity: Cagenti ¼ Na þ Nb

þCCom

where Na is the number of actions, Nb is the number of behav-
iors, and Ccom is the communication capacity.

Individual agent complexity is usually only a small part of the
overall complexity of a highly complex system. If the agents of a
system are all independent from each other, then the system-level
complexity can be a simple summation of individual agent com-
plexities. Increasing the emergent complexity of a multi-agent
system requires devising order within the system, as indicated in
Fig. 2. In this research, we devise order by introducing social
structures among agents. More specifically, we apply graph theory
principles to capture the interactions among agents.

Assume G is a set of all possible graphs that can be formed by
N agents Ag¼ {a1, a2,…, aN}. Then, we define:

DEFINITION 6. Social Structure: G(t)¼ (N, E(t)),
where N is the number of agents, and E(t) is the links of interac-

tions/relations between agents at time t.
As shown above, social structure G(t) is a function of time and

is directly dependent on the evolution of agents’ interactions. For
simplicity, we assume that agents are constant nodes in the graph.
It is the edges between the nodes that change over time, resulting
in a dynamic structure. The ideal situation is to keep the topology
of agents frozen throughout much of the process but to adapt
swiftly when the task and/or environment changes.

In this research, the social structure represented as a connectiv-
ity graph is realized by defining social rules that specify how
agents interact with each other. These social rules can be general
(e.g., “move in a similar direction with neighbors”) or task spe-
cific (e.g., “move closer to neighbors on the edge of a box”). We
define the social complexity of the system based on the connectiv-
ity graph that originates from social rules. This type of graph com-
plexity is notably similar to the complexity measures defined in
molecular chemistry [43–45]. Vertex degree magnitude-based in-
formation content Ivd has been validated as a measure of network
complexity. It is based on Shannon’s information theory and
defines information as the relative measure between a system’s
entropy and the maximum possible entropy of a hypothetical sys-
tem of the same size [46–48].

DEFINITION 7. Social Complexity: SC ¼
PN

i¼1 di logðdiÞ/N
where di is the degree of each node i (how many other agents

are communicating with agent i).

5 Social Rule Based Behavior Regulation

In this research, we explore ways to facilitate emergence of
order and therefore complexity so that a self-organizing system
can deal with more complex tasks. More specifically, we want to
devise dynamic structuring methods that can help guide self-
organization of agents. We take a social rule based behavior reg-
ulation approach and explore various local and bottom-up social
relations to achieve dynamic social structuring.

We divide deficiency due to disorganization into two catego-
ries: conflict deficiency and opportunity-loss deficiency. For sim-
ple tasks (e.g., pushing a box to a destination in an open space),
where an individual agent’s goal is mostly consistent with the
system goal, the agents’ effort can additively contribute to the
system’s overall function. When tasks become more complex,
conflicts between agents’ actions (e.g., pushing box in opposite
directions due to space constraints) may occur more often. Fur-
thermore, while more cooperation opportunities (e.g., pushing the
box in opposite directions at different locations in order to rotate a
box) may present themselves, the lack of coordinated individual
actions may leave many opportunities unutilized.

In order to minimize conflicts between agents and exploit coop-
eration opportunities, social rules and social relations can play an
important role. A social rule is a description of a behavioral rela-
tionship between two encountering agents that can be used by the
agents to modify their otherwise individually determined actions.
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Two agents acting on a given social rule are described as being
engaged in a social relationship. Based on Definition 7, when
agents are engaged in social relations by following social rules,
social structures emerge, leading to more order and potentially
higher system complexity.

To avoid conflicts and promote cooperation, social rules can be
defined to specify which actions should be avoided and which
actions are recommended under certain conditions. Rules, as also
mentioned in Ref. [49], are sets of coded restrictions. We have

DEFINITION 8. Social Rule: sRule¼<C, ForbA, RecA>
where C is a condition specifying a set of states, ForbA are the

forbidden actions for the specified states, and RecA are the recom-
mended actions.

Social rules defined above introduce relations among encoun-
tering agents. It is conceivable that when an agent encounters
neighbors, and those neighbors encounter their neighbors, and so
on, the cascading effect may lead to a large-scale network struc-
ture. The distribution of such a network can be defined as a social
field in which every agent has its own position and the awareness
of the social field allows agents to reach beyond their immediate
neighbors. We have

DEFINITION 9. Social Field: sField¼FLDs (sRule)
where FLDs is the field formation operator, and sRule is a

social rule.
Social field adds another layer to the design of self-organizing

systems as a helpful mechanism to secure synergy in the system.
We will explore its full implication in future research. In this
research, the focus is on allowing agents to adjust their otherwise
independent agent behavior by applying social rules in the context
of their neighboring agents. This social rule based behavior regu-
lation can be defined as follows:

DEFINITION 10. Social Rule Based Behavior Regulation:

SocSatBehi
¼ SRBRðSatbehi

; SRi; NA iÞ

Where SRBR is the social FBR operator, Satbehi
is task field-

only behavior satisfaction, SRi is the set of social rules, NA i is
the set of encountering neighbor agents, and SocSatBehi

is the
socially regulated behavior satisfaction.

The above is a general definition. To apply SRBR, an agent
needs to (1) generate its independent satisfaction [50] behavior
profile through an FBR operator, (2) identify and communicate
with its neighbors, (3) possess social rules, (4) determine which
rule to apply for the given situation, and (5) generate a new
socially driven behavior. Each of the five steps can be task domain
dependent. In Sec. 6 (Case Study), we discuss how these steps can
be implemented and these concepts can be applied.

Definition 10 defines how an agent i will choose its behavior
given social rules SRi, should it decide to adopt the rules. To
explore the effect of social structuring with a varying percentage
of rule adoption, we introduce an important concept called “social
policy” defined as the rule adoption rate quantified as a percent-
age. A policy of 100% rule adoption rate means that all agents are
required to adopt the social rules whenever they become applica-
ble. A policy of 20% means that they can apply the social rules to
only 20% of applicable cases randomly. The purpose of the policy
is to control the level of agents’ interactions. In this paper, we
explore how various rule adoption rates can impact the perform-
ance of a given number of agents with a given set of social rules
in different task contexts.

6 Case Study

The objective of our case study is to explore and demonstrate
how social rule based behavior regulation can increase the order,
and therefore potentially the complexity, of a self-organizing sys-
tem and how this increased order is essential for dealing with
more complex tasks. In addition, we also attempt to gain insights
on how social structuring mechanisms, such as social rules and
rule adoption policies, influence self-organizing system

performance with respect to a varying number of agents and dif-
ferent levels of task complexity. Such insights will eventually be
useful for providing guidance for designing self-organizing
systems.

6.1 Tasks. The box-moving task, illustrated in Fig. 3, has
been used for the case study. Multiple agents intend to move the
box to the destination or goal “G.” Given that the pathway
becomes narrower, the agents must rotate the box to horizontal, as
it gets closer to the entrance of the narrow part. Further, there can
be an obstacle “obs” on the way.

The specific functions involved in this task can be expressed as
follows:

T1¼<Aim><Goal>
T2¼<Push><Box>to<Goal>
T3¼<Move Around><Box>
T4¼<Avoid><Wall>
T5¼<Avoid><Obstacle>

To facilitate task field-based behavior regulation, the task fields
are defined to include an attraction field from the goal G and sev-
eral repulsion fields from the “walls” as well as the obstacle obs if
present, as indicated in Fig. 3. For the goal attraction field, a gravi-
tylike field is applied, and for the walls and the obs, a gradient-
based repulsion distribution is introduced to provide “warnings”
of collision as agents get closer to them. The gradient distribution
of the constraints (i.e., walls and obstacles) together with the
sensory range of agents determines how far ahead the agents can
predict the collision and find ways to avoid it. In this simulation-
based study, higher positions in the field are more desirable to
agents. With only task field-based behavior regulation, to move
the box, an agent always tries to find a low field position around
the box and from there to push the box toward a high field position
which is often, but not always, the goal G position. However,
when the social structuring and hence social field is considered,
the agent behavior will be modified by the social rules described
in Sec. 6.2 (Social Rules).

The object complexity is calculated for all the objects involved
in this task. Descriptive complexity has been used that captures
the amount of information required to characterize each object.
Three parameters x, y, r have been used to describe the target and
obstacles, with (x, y) being the coordinates of their center, and r
the radius associated with their spread length. The characteristics
of the box include its center location (x, y), dimensions WBox

(width) and LBox (length), and its orientation g. Thus, the object
complexity sums up to 4 for this item. The walls on the sides can
be described by three points and a line passing each point. Each
point can be described with two-dimensional variables (x, y),
resulting in complexity of 6. Therefore, the total descriptive com-
plexity of objects adds up to 13 for the no-obstacle case and 16
for the one-obstacle and two-obstacle cases.

The object relation complexity is calculated based on the repre-
sentation of the problem and the distribution the objects in the
environment. Agents’ difficulty in moving the box through the
environment depends on the distance between two encountering
objects. In this case, the object relation complexity is defined to
be proportional to the distance between the objects and the walls

Fig. 3 Box-moving task used in case studies
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that need to be avoided with respect to the minimum dimension of
the box to be carried WBox (i.e., its width). The average of object
relation complexity in all possible paths is the final object relation
complexity measure.

ORC for each emergent path

¼
X

Obj �O

1

DistðObji;ObjjÞ=WBox

(1)

In the no-obstacle case, there is only a wall-to-wall relation and
one path toward the goal, which leads to object complexity of 0.45
* (1/(5.794)þ 1/(3.35)). In the one-obstacle case study, there exist
two identical paths; each path has four areas between objects that
include obstacle–obstacle, wall–wall, and wall–obstacle relations.
There are two obstacle–wall distances (3 * WBox, 2.67 * WBox) and
two wall–wall distances (5.8 * WBox and 3.35 * WBox) to pass,
which add up to 1.154 for object relation complexity. Adding
another obstacle provides two different possible paths to get to the
goal. In the first scenario, there are two obstacle–wall distances (3
* WBox, 2.26 * WBox), two wall–wall distances (6 * WBox and 3.353
* WBox), and one obstacle–obstacle distance (3 * WBox) to pass,
resulting in 1.575, and another path of two obstacle–wall distances
(3 * WBox and 2.5 * WBox) and two wall–wall distances (6 * WBox

and 3.353 * WBox), which gives 1.184 for object relation complex-
ity. The maximum object relation complexity becomes 1.575.

Total complexity is the weighted sum of these complexity
measurements. A weight of 1.0 for object and action complexity
and 10.0 for object relation complexity has been used, leading to
the total complexity of 24.7 for the “with wall” situation, as indi-
cated in Table 1. Based on a similar calculation, the “wallþ obs,”
“wallþ two obs” situations have complexity values of 34.53 and
38.7, respectively, as shown in Table 1.

The system is composed of n agents: A ¼ faig ði ¼
1; …; nÞ: The initial positions of agents are randomly assigned
but are always on the left side of the box. Guided by the task field
of attraction and repulsion, each agent is supposed to contribute to
the correct movement of the box in such a way that the emergent
movement of the box is toward the goal. Although this strategy
(i.e., “nonsocial”) works well for open space with a few obstacles
[3], when more constraints, such as walls and more obstacles, are
added, new strategies (e.g., social structuring) are needed.

6.2 Social Rules. As mentioned above, social rules are
designed to allow agents to avoid conflicts and/or to promote
cooperation. In this case study, the social rules are set to provide
guidance for agents to become aware of, and subsequently avoid,
potential conflicts. Figures 4(a) and 4(b) illustrate possible force
conflict and torque conflict, respectively, between agents i and j.

To facilitate the definition of social rules, we introduce the
“box neighborhood” by defining six zones, as indicated in
Fig. 4(c). Agents are aware of their location in terms of which
zone they are in. Furthermore, they can broadcast their location
information and field value to neighbor agents. We have the fol-
lowing communication rule:

Social rule 1 (communication rule): <condition: enter box
neighborhood> ¼¼> <recommended action: broadcast [loca-
tion] and [field strength]>

When an agent receives broadcast information from an agent in
the neighborhood, it will attempt to determine if a force conflict
or a torque conflict exists and then decide if it will take the recom-
mended actions provided by the following two conflict avoidance
rules:

Social rule 2 (force conflict rule): <condition: force conflict>
¼¼> <forbidden action: push in opposite direction in opposite
zone> & <recommended action: find a new location>

Social rule 3 (torque conflict rule): <condition: torque con-
flict> ¼¼> <forbidden action: push in opposite direction in op-
posite zone> & <recommended action: move to next neighbor
zone>

Agents have the option to ignore any or all of the above three
rules depending on the “social rule adoption policy” described at
the end of Sec. 5. When the probability for agents to follow the
rules decreases, we say that the system is less socially active (i.e.,
weak social), and otherwise more socially active (i.e., strong
social).

6.3 Experiment Design. Figure 5 illustrates the design of the
simulation-based experiment. Two strategies were explored: with
social structuring—i.e., agents make their behavioral decisions
based on SRBR—and no social structuring—i.e., agents make
their behavioral decisions based only on task FBR. These two
strategies are captured by using a single-independent variable
social rule adoption policy, with possible adoption probability val-
ues of 0–100%, in 10% increments, as indicated in Fig. 5. This
approach is similar to modeling the centralization policy in an or-
ganization by counting the percentage of decisions reported to
one’s supervisor, i.e., 0% reporting means decentralized and
100% completely centralized [51].

The size of the agent population is another independent variable
of the self-organizing systems. After experimenting with various
numbers of agents, it has been found that the range between 7 and
15 agents is a productive range for the case study for the box-
moving task.

Various combinations of social rule adoption policy and
“number of agents” have been applied to different task complexity
settings. As mentioned above, the box-moving tasks are catego-
rized into three levels of complexity depending on how many
obstacles are on the pathway. Level 1 corresponds to “with no
obstacle,” while levels 2 and 3 to “with one obstacle” and “with
two obstacles,” respectively.

For all settings, the system performance is measured by the fol-
lowing three-dependent variables:

� Success rate: The percentage of successful runs out of a total
number of simulation runs, Nsimrun (explained below). A sim-
ulation run is counted as successful if the agents move the
box from its initial position to the goal within the time limit.
For each run, the time limit is taken to be three times the
amount of time for successful runs that used a 100% rule
adoption strategy.

� Time duration: The number of simulation time steps it takes
to move the box from its initial position to the goal position.

� Total effort: The total number of steps (i.e., unit-width) trav-
eled by all agents during a simulation run. At each time step,
agents can move toward their destination one unit-width. For
scale, the box’s width is five unit-widths.

Our multi-agent simulation system was developed based on the
NetLogo platform [52], a popular tool used by researchers of vari-
ous disciplines. To maintain the statistical significance of simula-
tion results, all resulting data points are the mean values of Nsimrun

simulations runs. The number of Nsimrun varied between 50 and
300, depending on the variability of simulation settings. To com-
pare the results of two settings, a t-test was carried out for the two
mean values to be compared. The number of simulation runs was
increased (with increment of 50) to the point at which the p �
0.05 was achieved. This number is then set as the total number of

Table 1 Complexity measures of various box-moving
situations

Situation
0: Open
space

1: With
wall

2: With
wallþ one obs

3: With
wallþ two obs

Complexity 9.17 24.7 34.53 38.75
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simulation runs, Nsimrun, for these settings. Because the variances
of simulation results are smaller for simpler tasks and greater for
more complex ones, we have set Nsimrun¼ 50 for level 1 task sim-
ulations, Nsimrun¼ 100 for level 2 task simulations, and
Nsimrun¼ 300 for level 3 task simulations. For example, when ver-
ifying the effect of social structuring on total effort in one-
obstacle situation, an independent-samples t-test was used for two
data sets of 0%-social and 100%-social adoption rates,
t(99)¼ 2.0255, p-value¼ 0.02208, confirming the difference of
19,000 unit-width (i.e., more effort with the 0%-social setting).

6.4 Results and Discussion. The simulation-based studies
were carried out against three levels of task complexity: level 1
(with only wall), level 2 (with wallþ one obstacle), and level 3
(with wall and two obstacles). For each task complexity level, we
vary the social rule adoption policy and number of agents
involved. The performance measures of these simulation runs
(i.e., success rate, total effort, and time duration) are then plotted
for evaluation and comparison.

6.4.1 Task Complexity¼Level 1. Figure 6 illustrates a series
of screenshots of a typical simulation run where agents are repre-
sented as green squares who are moving a large brown box
through a pathway to the goal (white circles).

Since the tasks with level 1 complexity are relatively simple,
all the simulation runs were successful. Therefore, the success
rates for “without social” (i.e., 0% social) and “with social” (10%
through 100% social) cases are all 100%.

Figures 7 and 8 illustrate the comparisons of “total effort” and
“duration time,” respectively, for various social rule adoption pol-
icies for tasks of level 1 complexity with a varying number of
agents. From Fig. 7, it can be seen that for the situations without
social structuring (i.e., 0% social), the total effort is much higher
than all other situations For example, when verifying the effect of
social structuring on total effort, an independent-samples t-test
was used for two data sets of 0%-social and 100%-social adoption
rates, with p-value¼ 0.003 followed by a Tukey HSD test with
adjusted p-value¼ 0.0001246. In these cases, the agents have to
rely on trial-and-error to complete the task, leading to increased
effort. Similar results can be observed for time duration (Fig. 8),
although when the number of agents increases, the duration

advantage of social structuring gradually diminishes. When the
number of agents is small, e.g., 7, stronger social structuring is
more preferable, with a p-value< 0.05 for both t-test and Tukey
HSD test (e.g., adjusted p-value¼ 0.021859 for duration compari-
son of 10%-social and 100%-social adoption rate) indicating stat-
istically significant differences. In these cases, the system
complexity is limited by the small number of agents. Adding
more social structuring can increase the level of system complex-
ity, making the system more efficient. Another way to increase
system complexity is to increase the number of agents. That is
potentially the reason why the effect of stronger social structuring
becomes less obvious for the situations with a larger number of
agents, as shown in Figs. 7 and 8.

The change of social complexity during runtime in a typical
simulation run with a social structuring strategy and 12 agents is
shown in Fig. 9. As shown in the figure, social complexity
increases when agents start to communicate with each other by
following social rule 1 and help each other by following social
rules 2 and 3 when rotating the box in the middle of the process.
Social complexity through social structuring varies over time; it
increases when needed by the task situation (e.g., rotating the
box) and decreases when the situation is resolved. This task-
driven variability is the key difference from the agent complexity
obtained through adding more agents. While adding more agents
somehow relies on “randomness” to complete the task ineffi-
ciently, the social rule based self-organization builds competence
through explicit structuring.

6.4.2 Task Complexity¼ Level 2. To further explore how
more complex tasks demand social structuring, we carried out
simulations for level 2 (i.e., “with wallþ one obstacle”) tasks.
The task complexity measure for this situation is 34.57 (see Table
1), higher than the with wall situation.

Figure 10 shows the success rate for the simulations with differ-
ent settings. While the simulations without any social structuring
(i.e., 0% social in Fig. 10) had about 50% and less than 10% suc-
cess rates for the 11-agent and 13-agent cases, respectively, the
simulations with the strongest social structuring (i.e., 100% social
in Fig. 10) always had 100% success rate. The increased level of
task complexity demands a higher level of complexity of the sys-
tem. When the number of agents is small (i.e., 7 and 9 in Fig. 10),

Fig. 4 Possible conflicts of agents i and j and box neighborhood: (a) moving force conflict,
(b) rotation torque conflict, and (c) box neighborhood

Fig. 5 Experiment design with three-independent variables and three-dependent variables
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the weak social structuring has driven the success rate lower than
the no-social structuring cases. To statistically verify the differ-
ence of success rate between 0%-social and 10%-social adoption
rate settings, for example, 20 data points of each social adoption
rate setting were created. Each data point was the success rate
over 100 simulation runs. A t-test was conducted with p-val-
ue¼ 1.091� 1013 followed by adjusted p-value of 0 for Tukey
HSD test that further illustrates the clear difference. This result
indicates that having agents only occasionally follow the social
rules in the small number of agent cases can be ineffective
because in these cases partial rule-following can cause

counterproductive incomplete coordination among agents. We use
the phrase “weak social disadvantage” to indicate the ineffective-
ness due to the combination of a small number of agents working
on complex tasks with only weak social structuring. Figure 10
also shows that the stronger social structuring is more favorable
for the cases of smaller numbers of agents.

It can also be seen in Fig. 10 that the success rate drops to its
minimum when the number of agent is 13 and then picks up after
that (e.g., with the same method mentioned in the last paragraph,
the success rate difference between 0%-social and 13-agent
and 0%-social and 11-agent settings was verified with

Fig. 6 Screenshots of a typical simulation run for the with wall task

Fig. 7 Total effort comparison for various social rule adoption policies for the with wall task
with varying number of agents
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p-value< 2.2� 1016 for t-test as well as adjusted p-value of 0 for
Tukey HSD test. One plausible explanation is that more agents
(until 13) caused more cancelations of effective random moves,
leading to more failures. The further increase of the number of
agents to 15 allowed opportunities for more random effective
moves on top of the cancelations (e.g., t-test p-value< 2.2� 1016

was achieved by comparing success rate of 0%-social and 13-
agent and 0%-social and 15-agent settings and adjusted p-value of
0 in Tukey HSD test).

Figures 11 and 12 indicate the comparisons of the total effort
and duration time for the successful simulation runs, respectively.
Overall, the social structuring cases, from 10% to 100%, had bet-
ter efficiency than the no-social structuring (i.e., 0% social) cases.
However, there was a “singular” point, where the number of

Fig. 8 Time duration comparison for various social rule adoption policies for the with wall
task with varying number of agents

Fig. 9 Social complexity during the process of moving the box
toward the goal with SRBR strategy and 12 agents

Fig. 10 Success rate comparison for various social rule adoption policies for the with wall-
1 one obstacle task with varying number of agents

Fig. 11 Total effort comparison for various social rule adoption policies for the with wall-
1 one obstacle task with varying number of agents
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agents is 9 and the efficiency of the no-social structuring case was
either equal to or better than the social structuring cases (e.g., to
analyze the duration time variance between 0%-social and 10%-
social adoption rate, a t-test was conducted with p-
value¼ 0.0009876 followed by adjusted p-value of 0.0019247 for
Tukey HSD test that further demonstrates the definite difference).
This seems to be the place where the weak social disadvantage
was taking effect. Again, it can be more clearly seen that when
the number of agents was under 11, the stronger social structuring
helped improve the system efficiency (e.g., statistical p-
value¼ 0.04326 was achieved in t-test accepting the alternative
hypothesis of greater difference in means of 10%-social versus

100%-social and p-value¼ 0.9567 for rejecting the alternative
hypothesis of having less difference in means of the exact same
group set confirming the less efficiency in 10% social), while for
13-agent and 15-agent situations, stronger social structuring
decreased the system efficiency (e.g., comparing total effort of
10% and 100%-social in 15-agent settings results in p-value-
< 2.2� 1016 in t-test as well as adjusted p-value of 0 in Tukey
HSD test demonstrating the recognizable difference, potentially
due to the added structuring overhead).

From Figs. 11 and 12, it can be seen that the system efficiency
depends on the combination of the number of agents and the
social rule adoption policy. The best strategy in this task situation

Fig. 12 Duration time comparison for various social rule adoption policies for the with wall-
1 one obstacle task with varying number of agents

Fig. 13 Success rate comparison for various social rule adoption policies for the with wall-
1 two obstacles task with varying number of agents

Fig. 14 Total effort comparison for various social rule adoption policies for the with wall-
1 two obstacles task with varying number of agents
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seems to be to use more agents (e.g., 15) and apply a weak social
structuring policy (e.g., 10%).

6.4.3 Task Complexity¼Level 3. In order to fully investigate
the relationship between more complex tasks and the need for
social structuring, we carried out simulations for the “with wall-
þ two obstacles” tasks.

Figure 13 shows the success rate comparison of various social
rule adoption policies and different numbers of agents. It can be
seen from Fig. 13 that the success rate for the no social structuring
(i.e., 0% social) decreased dramatically even with larger numbers
of agents, due to the higher-level task complexity. The 100%
social structuring policy, on the other hand, maintained a 100%
success rate for all situations. For scenarios with fewer agents, the
weaker social structuring policies had a less than perfect success
rate (e.g., stats for 7 agents and adoption rate of 10% and 30% are
p-value of 1.526� 108 in t-test and 0 adjusted p-value clearly
shows the significant difference between success rates), similar to
what we saw in Fig. 10. Figure 13 clearly indicates that highly
complex tasks cannot be dealt with by simple (i.e., unstructured)
systems.

Figures 14 and 15 show the comparisons of total effort and dura-
tion time, respectively. Overall, no-social structuring cases were
less efficient. It can be seen from Figs. 13–15 that increasing the
number of agents was not significantly helpful on its own. On the
other hand, adding a small amount of social structuring (e.g., 10%
social) could significantly improve the performance of the system.
This phenomenon is more evident in more complex tasks (Figs.
13–15) than less complex ones (Figs. 9–11). Similar to Figs. 11 and
12, the results in Figs. 14 and 15 illustrate that for a smaller number
of agents, stronger social structuring is preferable (e.g., the t-test
for 10% and 100% social in 7-agent had p-value< 2.2� 1016) and
for a larger number of agents, the weaker one is significantly more
efficient proved by t-test (p-value< 2.2� 1016) and Tukey HSD
test (p-value¼ 0) because stronger social structuring involves more
overhead.

7 Conclusions

As tasks become more complex, engineered systems have been
made more complex by moving from rigid and tightly organized
formations toward those of more components and more interac-
tions. A potential issue with this top-down or ordered-to-
disordered approach is the unintended and unknown interactions
that may cause failure of the whole system. An alternative
approach is to start with simple and disorganized agents and then
move bottom-up and from disordered to ordered by devising
dynamic structures through self-organization. In this research, we
explored the sources of task complexity by defining various com-
plexity types and investigated how social rule based behavior reg-
ulation can be applied to allow dynamic social structures, and thus
system complexity, to emerge from self-organizing agents. The
case study results have demonstrated the effectiveness of our

proposed approach and shed some useful insights on designing
self-organizing systems.

The behavior of self-organizing systems becomes more chaotic
when tasks are more complex. Our statistical analysis of the simu-
lation results shows that the variance of simulation results for
complex tasks is greater than that for simpler tasks. The system
behavior could be very sensitive to even small changes in initial
conditions. Increasing the system complexity by both adding
more agents and devising social structuring could reduce the vari-
ability of the system behavior.

Adding more agents and devising social structure have different
effects. Increasing system complexity can be achieved through
adding more agents or devising social structures. However, the
former has a strong effect only with relatively simple tasks. When
tasks become more complex, adding agents alone may not cause a
system to attain a 100% success rate and the efficiency of the suc-
cessful runs can be very low. On the other hand, devising social
structures can make the system more adaptable. Not only did the
100% social systems always achieve a success rate of 100% but
their efficiency was also maintained despite changing task com-
plexity and a varying number of agents. This result is consistent
with [39] conjecture that higher structural complexity makes a
system more adaptable.

The balance of task complexity, the number of agents, and
social structuring is the key. When tasks become more complex,
devising social structures alone may not be sufficient. Increasing
the number of agents can make the social structuring more effi-
cient as indicated in Figs. 11 and 14. Our simulation results have
demonstrated that for complex tasks, it is more desirable to
include a sufficient number of agents and devise relatively weak
social structuring (see Figs. 11 and 12 and 14 and 15). In general,
we believe that the balance between the task complexity, the num-
ber of agents, and strength of social structuring is the key for mak-
ing self-organizing systems more effective and efficient.

Stronger social structuring is effective for a smaller number of
agents. When the number of agents is small, there is a weak social
disadvantage. That is, having agents only occasionally follow the
social rules can be ineffective and inefficient, because in these
cases, partial rule-following can cause counterproductive or
incomplete coordination among agents. For more complex tasks,
increasing the social rule adoption rate can enhance both success
rate and efficiency for systems with a low number of agents.

Weaker social structuring is more effective for a larger number
of agents. When the number of agents is large enough, weaker
social structuring can be more efficient. Since rule-following may
incur overhead, having more agents follow social rules can be
costly from an efficiency perspective. This effect can be observed
only when the number of agents is larger than a transition point or
region (i.e., when the number of agents is around 11 for Figs.
10–15). Before this transition point, the weak social disadvantage
is more notable.

There can be a singular number of agents where social struc-
turing is neither effective nor efficient. For the task complexity of

Fig. 15 Duration time comparison for various social rule adoption policies for the with wall-
1 two obstacles task with varying number of agents
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level 2, when the number of agents is around 9, the social structur-
ing, especially the weaker social structuring, becomes more a
problem than a solution for the system. This result suggests that
potentially there are certain combinations of task complexity and
a small number of agents for which the social structuring can be
counterproductive. Further research is needed to confirm and clar-
ify this phenomenon.

The results reported in this paper and the conclusions described
above are limited to the box-moving tasks studied in this research.
Our ongoing work investigates more types of tasks and explores
various types of task complexity and social structuring mecha-
nisms. More practical engineering tasks will be explored to make
our self-organizing systems more functional and valuable. Fur-
thermore, we also plan to explore how agent learning may impact
the system performance.
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